To enable an evaluation of future measurements of the helicity parameters for t → W + b decay in regard toT F S violation, this paper considers the effects of an additional pure-imaginary coupling, ig i /2Λ i or ig i , associated with a specific, single additional Lorentz structure, i = S, P, S ± P, . . .. SizableT F S violation signatures can occur for low-effective mass scales ( < 320GeV ), but in most cases can be more simply excluded by 10% precision measurement of the probabilities P (W L ) and P (b L ). Signatures for excluding the presence ofT F S violation associated with the two dynamical phase-type ambiguities are investigated.
Introduction
In t → W + b decay, it is important to be able to evaluate future measurements of competing observables consistent with the standard model (SM) prediction of only a g V −A coupling and of only its associated discrete-symmetry violations. For this purpose, without consideration of possible explicitT F S violation, in [1] plots were given of the values of the helicity parameters in terms of a "(V − A) + Single Additional Lorentz Structure" versus effective-mass scales for new physics, Λ i , associated with each additional Lorentz structure. In this paper, the effects of possible explicitT F S violation are reported. In the present formulation, by "explicitT F S violation", c.f.
Sec.2, we mean an additional complex-coupling, g i /2Λ i or g i , associated with a specific single additional Lorentz structure, i = S, P, S ± P, . . ..
The main motivation for the present analysis are the observed CP and T violations in K 0 decay. Although these discrete-symmetry violations are empirically well-described by the CKM matrix which describes the linear superposition of the quark mass eigenstates which appears in the phenomenological weak eigenstates, the fundamental origin of these symmetry violations is still unknown. Experimental results should soon be available about whether the CKM formulation is also successful in b-quark decay. In the case of the strong interactions, there is the opposite difficulty of a fundamental strong CP problem which has led to the prediction of the existence of axions, the Nambu-Goldstone bosons associated with a global U(1) P Q symmetry. These ax-
ions have yet to be discovered. Lastly, and perhaps more significantly for t-quark decay, most astrophysics studies of electroweak baryogenesis conclude that additional sources of CP violation, beyond CKM, in elementary particle physics are necessary to explain the observed baryon-tophoton ratio. So in spite of the robustness of the standard model and of the CKM formulation, perhaps after all, t-quark decay is not the wrong place to look for CP and T violations.
A first measurement of the longitudinal W boson fraction was reported in [2] . A recent working group review of t-quark physics is in [3] . A recent review of CP violation in t-quark physics is in [4] . Besides these references and those listed in [1] , some of the related recent literature is [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
The present analysis assumes that future measurements of t → W + b decay will be at least approximately consistent with the SM prediction of only a g V −A coupling. If the SM is correct, one expects that the A(0, −1/2) and A(−1, −1/2) moduli and relative phase β L will be the first quantities to be somewhat precisely determined. As shown by Table 1 , the λ b = 1/2 moduli are factors of 30 and 100 smaller in the SM. The helicity parameters appear directly in various polarization and spin-correlation functions for t → W + b decay such as those obtained in [15] .
By measurement of independent helicity parameters, or from other empirical analyses of spincorrelation and polarization observables, it will be possible to test in several independent ways that the R-handed b-quark amplitudes, λ b = 1/2, are indeed negligible to good precision. Eventually there should also be direct evidence for their existence if the SM is correct.
If the R-handed amplitudes are negligible, then besides
Showing an approximate empirical absence of R-handed amplitudes would also be useful in regard to tests forT F S violation: Assuming that the L-handed amplitudes dominate, the η ′ L helicity parameter satisfies the relation
For instance, in the SM the vanishing of the right-handside is due to the vanishing of sin β L provided that the R-handed amplitudes are negligible. IfT F S violation were to occur, besides normally a non-zero approximate-equality in the above relation, there would normally also be a non-zero ω ′ ≃ η ′ if the R-handed amplitudes are negligible.
Remarks on the dynamical phase-type ambiguities:
Due the dominance of the L-handed amplitudes in the SM, the occurrence of the two dynamical ambiguities [1] displayed in lower part of Table 1 is not surprising because these three chiral combinations only contribute to the L-handed b-quark amplitudes in the m b → 0 limit. Since pairwise the couplings are tensorially independent, the g V −A + g S+P and g V −A + g f M +f E mixtures can each be tuned by adjusting a purely real Λ i to reproduce, with opposite sign, the SM ratio of the two (λ W = 0, −1) L-handed amplitudes . Likewise, if experimental data were to suggest that the R-handed amplitudes are larger than expected, e.g. P (b L ) = 1, this might be due to the presence of additional V + A, S − P, f M − f E type couplings. Since the S ± P couplings only contribute to the longitudinal helicity W amplitudes, they might be of interest in the case of an unexpected W longitudinal/transverse polarization ratio. Versus the upper part of Table 1 , given the small m b mass, this is the reason that the sign of the A(0, −1/2) amplitude can be switched, without other important changes, by the addition of the S + P coupling.
However, in the case of the f M + f E phase-type ambiguity, from Table 1 there are 3 numerical puzzles versus the SM values. In the upper part, the
has about the same value in g L = 1 units, as the A SM (−1, −1/2) amplitude in the SM. As
The other numerical puzzle(s) is the occurrence in the lower part of the Table 1 of the same magnitude of the two R-handed b-quark amplitudes 
Of course, the row with SM values is from a "theory" whereas the row of g L + g f M +f E values is not. Nevertheless, dynamical SSB and compositeness/condensate considerations do continue to stimulate interest [15] in additional tensorial f M + f E couplings. In Table 1 , due to the additional 
Consequences of ExplicitT F S Violation
In this paper, in consideration of the additional Lorentz structures to pure V − A, we consider the g i or Λ i as complex phenomenological parameters. For g L = 1 units with g i = 1, the nominal size of Λ i is mt 2 = 88GeV , see [1] . In the SM, the EW energy-scale is set from the Higgs-field vacuum-expectation-value by the parameter
The helicity formalism is based on the assumption of Lorentz invariance but not on any specific discrete symmetry property of the fundamental amplitudes, or couplings. For instance, for t → W + b andt → W −b a specific discrete symmetry implies a definite symmetry relation among the associated helicity amplitudes. In the case ofT F S invariance, the respective helicity amplitudes must be purely real,
Intrinsic and relative signs of the helicity amplitudes are specified in accordance with the standard Jacob-Wick phase convention.T F S invariance will be violated if either (i) there is a fundamental violation of canonical "time reversal" invariance, or (ii) there are absorptive final-state interactions.
In the SM, there are no such final-state interactions at the level of sensitivities considered in the present analysis. To keep this assumption of "the absence of final-state interactions" manifest, we refer to this asT F S invariance, see [15] and references therein. If experimental evidence for T F S violation were found, it would be very important to establish whether (i), (ii), or some combination of the two effects was occurring. For instance, unexpected final-state interactions might be associated with addition t-quark decay modes.
To assess future measurements of helicity parameters in regard toT F S violation, Figs. 1-5, are for the case of a single additional pure-imaginary coupling, ig i /2Λ i or ig i , associated with a specific additional Lorentz structure, i = S, P, S + P, . . .. In the SM, all the relative phases are either zero or ±π so all of the primed helicity parameters are zero.
Additional
The two plots displayed in Fig.1 are for dimensional couplings with chiral S ± P, f M ± f E and non-chiral S, P, f M , f E Lorentz structures. The upper plot displays the η L ′ helicity parameter versus the effective-mass scale Λ i with g i = 1 in g L = 1 units. This parameter is defined by
where case of a single additional S, P, f M , f E and S ± P, f M − f E coupling. These helicity parameters are defined by
where
are the relative phases between the two amplitudes in (6).
In the SM, the analogous κ 0 , ǫ + in which the cosine function replaces the sine function are the two O(LR) helicity parameters between the amplitudes with the largest moduli. Unfortunately, the tree-level values of κ 0 , ǫ + in the SM are only about 1%. Two dimensional plots of the type (ǫ + , η L ) and (κ 0 , η L ), and of their primed counterparts, have the useful property that the unitarity limit is a circle of radius 0.5 centered on the origin.
In both plots, the peaks in the curves do correspond respectively to where | sin α 0 | ∼ 1 and | sin γ + | ∼ 1, except that for S, P in the lower κ 0 ′ plot where | sin α 0 | ∼ 0.8 at the peak. The drops in the curves for small |Λ i |'s is due to the vanishing of the sine of the corresponding relative phase. Curves are omitted in the plots in this paper when the couplings produce approximately zero deviations in the helicity parameter of interest, e.g. this occurs for f M + f E in both the ǫ + ′ and κ 0 ′ helicity parameters.
Additional V + A, V, or A couplings
An additional V − A type coupling with a complex phase versus the SM's g L is equivalent to an additional overall complex factor in the SM's helicity amplitudes. This will effect the overall partial width Γ, but it doesn't effect the other helicity parameters.
For a single additional gauge-type coupling V, A, or V +A, in Fig.3 are plots of the b-polarimetry interference parameters ǫ + ′ and κ 0 ′ , and of the partial width for t → W + b versus pure-imaginary coupling constant ig i . The g i value is in g L = 1 units. In the cases of the additional dimensionless, gauge-type couplings, the SM model limit is at the origin, g i → 0. The peaks for the V +A coupling do correspond to where the associated sine of the relative phase has maximum magnitude; instead, for the V, A couplings, | sin α 0 | ∼ 0.8 | sin γ + | ∼ 0.8 at the peaks.
Indirect effects ofT F S violation on other helicity parameters
The plots in Fig.4 show the indirect effects of a single additional pure-imaginary chiral coupling, ig i /2Λ i or ig i , on other helicity parameters. For the coupling strength ranges listed in the "middle table", the upper plot shows the effects on the probability, P (W L ), that the emitted W + is "Longitudinally" polarized and the effects on the probability, P ( It is instructive to compare the above plots with their analogues in [1] . Unlike in the analogous plots in [1] , finite m b effects do not lead to sizable "oval shapes" in plots in this paper because interference terms must vanish in intensities arising from the sum of a real V − A amplitude and the pure-imaginary ig i /2Λ i or ig i amplitude.
In summary, sizableT F S violation signatures can occur for low-effective mass scales ( < 320GeV ) as a consequence of pure-imaginary couplings associated with a specific additional Lorentz structure. However, in most cases, such additional couplings can be more simply excluded by 10% precision measurement of the probabilities P (W L ) and P (b L ). In most cases, the W-polarimetry interference parameters η and ω can also be used as indirect tests, or to exclude such additional couplings.
Tests forT F S Violation Associated with the Dynamical
Phase-Type Ambiguities
The purpose of this section is to consider the situation when theT F S violation exists in the decay helicity amplitudes, but nevertheless does not significantly show up in the values of the moduli parameters.
Based on the notion of a complex effective mass scale parameter Λ X = |Λ X | exp (−iθ) where θ varies with the mass scale |Λ X |, we exploit the dynamical phase-type ambiguities to construct two simple phenomenological models in which this happens. When sin θ ≥ 0, the imaginary part of Λ X could be interpreted as crudely describing a more detailed/realistic dynamics with a mean lifetime scale Γ X ∼ 2|Λ X | sin θ of pair-produced particles at a production threshold Re[2Λ X ]. For sin θ ≤ 0, fundamental time-reversal violation or a new dynamics might approximately correspond to such a complex Λ X . In the case of the f M + f E ambiguity, over the full θ range, this construction does preserve the magnitudes' puzzle, see Sec.1, between the V − A and f M + f E lines in the lower part of Table 1 .
S + P dynamical, phase-type ambiguity:
In Fig.6 are plots of the signatures for a partially-hiddenT F S violation associated with a S + P phase-type ambiguity. We require |A X (0, − Table 1 , has no consequence since it is a 2π phase difference.
For sin θ ≥ 0, in Fig. 6 From the perspectives of (i) measuring the W interference parameters and of (ii) excluding this type ofT F S violation, it is noteworthy that where η L ′ has the maximum deviation, there is a zero in η L , η, ω. So if the latter parameters were found to be smaller than expected or with the opposite sign than expected, this would be consistent with this type ofT F S violation. f M + f E dynamical, phase-type ambiguity:
In Fig. 7 are plots of the signatures for a partially-hiddenT F S violation associated with a f M + f E phase-type ambiguity. As above for the analogous S + P construction, the additional
in which θ varies with the mass scale |Λ f M +f E | to maintain standard model values in the massless b-quark limit for the moduli parameters P (W L ), P (b L ), and ζ. For X = f M + f E , we require
for 52.9GeV ≤ |Λ f M +f E | ≤ ∞ which correspond respectively to 0 ≤ θ ≤ ± π 2
. For the case sin θ ≥ 0, in Fig.8 the upper plot shows by the solid curve
Here, as in Fig. 7 , where η L ′ has the maximum deviation, there is a zero in η L , η, ω. The lower plot shows the indirect effect of such a coupling on the partial width Γ. While |Λ f M +f E | varies, two of the relative phases remain almost fixed, γ ± ∼ ±π respectively, so only one independent relative phase could be viewed as driving the variation, e.g. β L varies from −π to zero.
At the maximum of In summary, sufficiently precise measurement of the W-interference parameters η L and η L ′ can exclude such partially-hiddenT F S violation associated with either of the two dynamical phasetype ambiguities. However, if η L = (η + ω)/2 were found to be smaller than expected or with a negative sign, such a measurement would be consistent with this type ofT F S violation. 
